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Put Stuff On Your Head
John Green

This song is by John Green of the vlog brothers
he is a brave pick eye survivor and he inspired many pinkeye victims with this
song.
he tells us to keep our heads up and don t worry it will be alright, if you put 
something on your head.

tab by: Tylersluecke

Source: songsfrompaul (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ySZdO3GT6M8)

artist/Fellow nerd fighter: John Green
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xrJzYoT7s9s&feature=fvw)

they are both great and i suggest you subscribe to them both
for nerd fighters 
and the sad tragedy of pinkeye victims 

tunning: standard
capo: 3rd fret

           G
you just take stuff 
G       C
and you put it on your head 
D       C      G 
put it on your head. 

G                        
when your sad and you ve got pinkeye  
   C
the world seems rough and suck levels are high 
G                                      D
just remember theres one thing you can do 
D
and it always works to 
 

          G                 C
you gotta put stuff on your head 
    G                 D
you put stuff on your head 
     C 
well it could be blue  
    G



or it could be red 
    D
the color doesn t matter if its on your head 

         G
attach a photo of woody right on to your melon 
    C
or affix a Christmas stoking to your cerebellum 
G                                         D
only rule of thumb is don t use a plastic bag 
D
 cause that could go really wrong

 
          G                 C
you gotta put stuff on your head 
    G                 D
you put stuff on your head 
     C 
well it could be blue  
    G
or it could be red 
    D
the color doesn t matter if its on your head 

        G
balance Margo Roth Spiegelman up on top of your crown 
C
soon you realize there is no need to frown 
G                                         D
try something harder and see just how you do 
D
you will find that its true 

 
          G                 C
you gotta put stuff on your head 
    G                 D
you put stuff on your head 
     C 
well it could be blue  
    G
or it could be red 
    D                                  G--------C-------G------G-G  
the color doesn t matter if its on your head.


